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Abstract

We present the first evidence that cats experience visual illusions and that a non-human animal can see illusory motion. In three videos we show cats reacting with hunting behavior when watching the Rotating Snakes illusion. This is taken to mean that cats see illusory motion in this image due to the propensity of cats to pursue movement. This is further supported by a survey where 29% of the respondents answered that their cat reacted to the illusion. A number of preferential looking experiments were also indicative of cats experiencing the illusion, but not conclusively so.
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1. Introduction

Many cat owners have probably looked into their cat’s eyes and wondered how the world looks from its perspective. While there might never be a satisfactory answer to that question a video, published by the first author on YouTube¹ last year (Figure 1), at least indicated one aspect in which cats and humans perceive the world in a similar way. In that movie a young cat is shown a paper with the Rotating Snakes illusion, a static image that nevertheless induces a strong sense of motion, and reacts like most young cats do when they see a moving object: by chasing it. The Rotating Snakes illusion (shown in Figure 2) was discovered by Kitaoka (2003) and it depends on the local arrangement of four color regions of different luminance: black (darkest), blue (second darkest), white (lightest), yellow (second lightest) (Kitaoka & Ashida, 2003; Kuriki et al., 2008). This illusion is called the Rotating Snakes illusion and can be considered an optimized version of either the Fraser-Wilcox illusion
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Figure 1. A frame from the first video showing a cat reacting to the Rotating Snakes illusion.

Figure 2. (a) The Rotating Snakes illusion and (b) the control image.

(Fraser & Wilcox, 1979; Naor-Raz & Sekuler, 2000) or the peripheral drift illusion (Faubert & Herbert, 1999). Conway et al. (2005) suggested that these responses occur in the neurons in MT (middle temporal) and Kuriki et al. (2008) showed that in humans hMT+ (middle temporal complex) responds to this illusion. Moreover, Ashida et al. (2012) showed evidence that V1 (primary visual cortex) – V4, V3A (V3 accessory), and MT+ are involved in this illusion. Recently, Kanazawa et al. (2013) reported that six- to eight-month-old infants see the illusory motion in the Rotating Snakes illusion, however, it has never been shown that non-human species experiences this illusion.

The movie of the cat reacting to the Rotating Snakes illusion was then novel in two ways: 1) It is the first example of a cat reacting to a visual illusion and 2) it is the first example of an animal reacting to illusory motion. The video was soon followed by two more showing cats reacting to the Rotating Snakes illusion by chasing the illusory motion². As convincing as they are, these videos are strictly only anecdotal evidence that cats see the Rotating Snakes illusion. We therefore made two attempts at gathering data to back up this proposition.

2. Experimental Data

An online survey was conducted where the survey participants were asked to show the Rotating Snakes illusion to their pet cats and report whether their cat reacted to the illusion, in what way it reacted and how old their cat was. We included the age question as we hypothesized that young cats would be more likely to react to the illusory motion as they tend to respond to motion to a higher degree than older cats (West, 1974). Participants were

recruited by putting an advertisement in the original video showing a cat that reacts to the illusion. Out of the 66 respondents 19 answered that their cat responded to the illusion. The reaction of one of these cats was described as “[it] attacked the rotating illusions. Seemed to attack one point, then notice another moving illusion [and] then attack that” and another by “She seemed interested in it, moving her sight from circle to circle”. These reports, describing the cats shifting their attention between the circles, is in agreement with that the illusory motion perception occurs mainly in the peripheral visual field (Kuriki et al., 2008). As hypothesized the cats that responded to the illusion were on average 2.4 years younger than the cats that did not react (two sample t-test, \( p = 0.035, t = -2.21 \)).

Encouraged by these results we performed a preferential looking experiment, an experimental paradigm first used to investigate infant’s vision (Fantz, 1963) but recently also used in animal experiments (Shirai et al., 2010; Tomonaga et al., 2004; Shirai & Imura, 2014). This experiment was conducted in a “cat-café” in Fukuoka-city. It should be noted that this was not a café for cats but rather for humans that would like to have coffee while interacting with the many cats that live in the café. The Rotating Snakes illusion and its control image were printed on high luminance photo-paper and fixed to the floor (see Figure 2) where eleven cats were allowed to freely explore the images. Four trials were filmed\(^3\), each trial lasted 10 minutes and the position of the illusion and control image were switched between each trial. Five naïve persons assessed the amount of time the cats visited each of the images and their assessments were averaged. Out of the total 40 minutes the cats spent 816 s visiting the illusion and 390 s visiting the control image. That is, the cats spent more than twice the amount of time visiting the Rotating Snakes illusion. However, we did not observe the same hunting behavior as seen in the original three videos and in general the cats showed little interest in any of the images. We conducted four similar experiments, one on the same group of cats and three on other groups of domestic cats, without being able to invoke any hunting behavior, rather the cats paid little attention to both the illusion and control images. A litter of five eight week old kittens were also shown the illusion but failed to pay any attention.

3. Discussion

There is a growing literature regarding animals and visual illusions. There have been the reports of that chimpanzees experience visual illusions such as the illusion of brightness (Gunter, 1954), the Ponzo illusion (Fujita, 1997), the Müller-Lyer illusion (Suganuma et al., 2007), and the corridor illusion (Imura & Tomonaga, 2009). There is also evidence that pigeons experience visual illusions. Nakamura et al. (2006, 2008) reported that the Müller-Lyer illusion and the Ebbinghaus-Titchener illusion are experienced by pigeons. Given the videos published recently and the result of the survey we would like to add cats to the list of animals that experience visual illusions. If you, as a reader of Psychology, would like to test whether your cat responds to the Rotating Snakes illusion both the illusion and the control images shown in Figure 1 are available for download at http://www.psy.ritsumei.ac.jp/~akitaoka/rotsnakes-test-control.html.
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